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Ye can discern the face of the sky; but
can ye not discern the signs of the times?
Matthew 16:3
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Except for the conservative radio talk-sho~
hosts America's journalists, experts, and pubhc
opini~n leaders were appalled. Not only with
Singapore, but with the American people.
Nationally syndicated columnist, Richard CoFrom New York to San Francisco, from Athen chided his fellow Americans for having "let
lanta to Chicago, the message was the same. A
fea; of crime prompt them to embrace barbarism
strong majority of the American people endorse?
- as if caning of Fay will make things safer in
Singapore's decision to flog Ohio teenager, MIAmerican cities." The Washington Post (April 5,
chael Fay, six times with a bamboo cane. For
1994).
what crime? For having vandalized several cars
Clarence Page of the Chicago Tribune cauwith spray paint and eggs.
.
tioned his readers not to "let our resentments and
A whopping 99% of the letters received by
frustrations reduce us to applauding barbarism."
Chicago Tribune columnist, Mike Royko, enthuChicago Tribune (April 6, 1994).
siastically endorsed the caning: "Yes, hooray, h.e
The Arizona Republic headlined a column:
should be flogged." The Virginian-Pilot (April
"American Bloodlust Over Singapore Case is
1 1994). 74% of the callers in San Francisco
The Arizona Republic (April 3,
a~reed that their city would be better off if it had Frightening."
1994).
the same law as Singapore. San Francisco ExamNewsweek reported that David Rothman, proiner (April 10, 1994).
fessor of social medicine and history at Columbia
The score was 2 to 1 against Fay in his homeUniversity expressed "shock. .. by the support in
town of Dayton, Ohio. Dayton's Congressman,
America for the caning." The Newsweek reportTony Hall (D-Ohio), reported that his mail was
ing team echoed the professor with the observa"predominately opposed to his efforts to spare
tion that "we were supposed to be reaching a
Fay the caning." Id.
consensus that corporal punishment was unciviEven a call-in survey of the listeners to Nalized." Newsweek (April 18, 1994).
tional Public Radio reported that 53% of the
Newsweek guest columnist, William J. Bennett
23 000 callers favored the Singapore governsummed
it all up for his fellow opinion leaders:
'
ment.
And much to the surprise of Virginia Beach's
In this issue:
elders, the Virginian-Pilot reported that 4. out of
6 teenagers interviewed in their resort city opGo GATT Go- Away!
3
posed President Clinton's efforts to obtain len~
The Establishment Clause: The Modern View 5
ency for their fellow teen. Virginian-Pilot (Apnl
Lord of the Vineyard
8
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In light of America's terrible crime and its discriminate. Thus, there is more assurance that
floundering legal system, the impulse is to side physical punishment will be administered accordwith the Singaporean government and endorse ing to just deserts when controlled by the state,
caning. But it is also wrong. Our weakness than when it is left to inmate discretion in a lawshould not lead us to embrace unnecessary cru- less prison setting.
For reasons such as these, Newman favored
elty. /d.
corporal
punishment, especially for property
Have the American people spoken impulsively,
out of weakness, frustration, and bloodlust? Or crimes and first offense violent crimes, reserving
prison only as a last resort.
are the people right, and their leaders wrong?
Without
ex- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . In
contrast,
ception all of the
Have the American people spoken
William Bennett
commentators
•
?
in his Newsweek
conceded
that
zmpu szve
r are t e peop e
column
urged
.
h
?
America had bet. . . .
that more priscome too soft on .....___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____Jons be built, so
crime, that something needed to be done. Most that more convicted criminals may be incarceragreed with Bennett's call for imprisonment, ated. And he made it clear that he did not just
rather than probation and community service oppose caning, because it was a particularly bruwhich would have been the likely sentence had tal form of corporal punishment, but that he opMichael Fay been convicted in an American posed all physical punishment, except for an occourt.
casional parental spanking.
Bennett and his fellow experts rejected all
Bennett's knee-jerk reaction against corporal
forms of corporal punishment because it is "cruel punishment in favor of imprisonment has unand unusual. " They assumed, on the other hand, doubtedly been fueled by court opinions holding
that imprisonment is not.
that the former, but not the latter, violates the
Graeme Newman, a former dean of the School cruel and unusual punishment clause of the 8th
of Criminal Justice at the State University of Amendment of the United States Constitution.
New York, in Albany disagrees. In a study pub- Jackson v. Bishop, 404 F. 2d 571 (8th Cir.
lished in 1983, Newman contended that impris- 1968).
onment was far more cruel and unsual than corBut those decisions are based upon a faulty asporal punishment:
sumption, namely, that what is cruel and unusual
... [Prison] constitutes the abuse of individuals is determined by the "evolving standards of dethrough the brutality of prison violence, through cency in a maturing society. " That cannot be the
neglect, through harsh diet, and mental tor- constitutional standard, for the very purpose of a
ture ... the complete and utter control over the constitution is to establish a fixed, not a changprisoner's life and liberty ... by prison routine, ing, criterion by which to judge the actions of
overcrowding, ... inmate subcultures, inmate eco- civil government. Marbwy v. Madison, 5 U.S.
nomics ... [implying] ultimately that the prisoner (1 Cranch) 137, 177 (1803).
comes to think like a prisoner, that his mind America's founders chose as the nation's fixed
soul if you will - is completely and utterly taken standard, "the laws of nature and of nature's
over and penalized.... It is a punishment that God" (Declaration of Independence in Sources of
goes beyond mere corporal punishments, even Our Liberties 319 (Perry, ed. 1978), not the
those that are bloody. G. Newman, Just and evolving rules of men.
Painful, A Case for the Corporal Punishment of
At the time of the adoption of the Bill of
Criminals 93 (1983).
Rights, including the 8th Amendment's prohibiNewman also observed that offenders who are tion against cruel and unusual punishment, the
imprisoned are subjected indiscriminately to vio- United States Congress required that certain conlence, whereas corporal punishment is always victed thiefs "be publically whipped, not exceed-
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ing thirty-nine stripes." An Act for the Punishment of Certain Crimes Against the United
States, Section 16, 1 Stat. 116 (1790).
This statute clearly rested upon Deuteronomy
25: 1, which authorized the corporal punishment
by means of whipping, not exceeding "forty
stripes."
The forty-stripe limit was explicitly
imposed to preserve the human dignity of the
convicted criminal, thereby insuring that the punishment would not be cruel and unusual.
But corporal punishment was also required by
Deuteronomy to be proportional to the "offense"
and to the offender (Deut. 25:1-2). To flog Michael Fay with six blows of a wet bamboo cane
may be proportionate to the offenses of which he
was convicted, depending on the role that he
played in their commission and on his moral
character.
To answer this question one must make a careful assessment of the evidence in light of the purpose of corporal punishment as set forth in the
Book of Proverbs.
That Book has confirmed
that such punishment is for those "void of understanding" (10: 13), for the purpose of "cleansing"
them of evil (20:30) and giving them "wisdom"
(29: 15).
There have been some reports that Fay played
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the leading role in the vandalism act1v1t1es that
resulted in his conviction and that he was a "troublemaker" in school. If so, then the six blows
may very well be consistent with the Biblical
standard of proportionality, and therefore, not
violative of the constitutional standard prohibiting
cruel and unusual punishment.
If, on the other hand, the evidence is insufficient to justify the number of blows or caning at
all, such an abuse does not warrant the outcry
against all corporal punishment. To the contrary,
[t]he remedy for the abuse of power is not to
disregard God's clear comnwnd that in appropriate cases convicted criminals should be physically punished, but to see that the civil rulers
abide by the ... principle of propm1ionality. By
completely abandonning such punishment in the
criminal justice system ... , America's leaders have
not only robbed its law-abiding citizenry of the
protection that God affords them, but it has stolen from the offenders themselves opportunities
for spiritual and intellectual restoration, the divinely gunranteed benefits of cmporal punishment. Titus, "The Restitutionary Purpose of the
Criminal Law," in Crime and Punishment in
Modern America 285 (McGuigan and Pascale,
eds. 1986). 0

GO GAIT GO - A WAY!
THE NEW AGE OF TRADE. So read the bold headline to 3 full pages in the April 15, 1994,
New York Times promoting the latest GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) agreement
signed in Marrakech, Morocco.
This was not a news story, but a paid advertisement. All the global cheerleaders jumped in.
GATT's Director General, Peter Sutherland, trumpeted the deal as one that "will revolutionize
world trade" through the new World Trade Organization (WTO), the first "secure institutional base"
with real power to sanction those found guilty of violating the rules.
Jerry Jasinowski, President of the National Association of Manufacturers, added his enthusiastic
applause, "In the future the country in the dock will not have the option of blocking judgments
against it. "
Clinton's Secretary of Commerce, Ron Brown, championed the new agreement for having
"substantially expand[ed] the scope of international rules" of trade, thereby implementing President
Clinton's "vision of a global economic order."
And European Union Commissioner for External Economic Relations, Sir Leon Brittan, welcomed
the new GATT agreement as the final step in establishing a "User-Friendly ... World."
Following these proclamations, the special interests spokesmen stepped up to the plate to reassure
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America's consumers, farmers, entertainers, and
Claiming that "[t]here is no sovereignty loss
rapidly growing service industry that the new whatsoever,"
Trade Representative Kantor
Uruguay round agreements and WTO will be a countered that the WTO cannot force a change in
special blessing to them.
U.S. law. At the same time he conceded:
United States Trade Representative, Mickey
If we are found wanting through a dispute setKantor, in turn, widened the benefit umbrella tlement process, we have a choice. We can
with the promise that the new world trade system change a law or regulation or pay compensation.
will have a positive "ripple effect" throughout the The Washington Post (April 15, 1994).
entire American economy.
By admitting that the United States would be
After this inundation of hype, it will be a mir- obliged either to provide specific performance or
acle if the aver- . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . p a y damages in
age New York
response to a
Times reader reThe lVTO Will not only act as an
WTO
order,
the international COUrt, but as an international Mr. Kantor has
members
dose of ecol
la
nd
b dy
disproved
his
nomic
reality
egis tive a executive 0 •
own claim. For
the essence of
that appeared on
page D 1 in the
sovereignty
is
.~-------------~~~-~~----~
Times the day before.
not to be bound by anyone other than one's own
In an article headlined, "Congress Loath to Fi- will. Under the current GATT accords, a memnance GATT Treaty Tariff Losses," the Times ber nation can veto a ruling in a trade dispute.
reported that the new GATT agreement was in Under the WTO, the veto is gone.
trouble in Congress because: "No one can figure
But the reach of the WTO extends far beyond
jurisdiction over particular trade disputes beout how to pay for it."
Even GATT supporters have acknowledged tween nations. The WTO will not only act as an
that the tariff concessions in the new agreement international court, but as an international legiswill cost $13.9 billion in lost tariff collections lative and executive body, with power to promulover the next five years.
gate the rules of international trade and to impleThe solution? Either a tax increase on the ment them.
American people or a cut in government spendNo longer will Congress regulate foreign coming. Either way the American economy will take merce, even though Article I, Section 8 of the
a hit.
United States Constitution has committed such
Trade Representative Kantor has claimed, power to it.
however, that the lost tariff revenues will be
In effect, the new GATT agreement, if apmore than made up by increased revenues gener- proved by Congress, will delegate to an internaated by improved U.S. trade. But there is no tional body of faceless bureaucrats the power
guarantee that his forecast is correct. Nor is that the American People conferred upon their
there any assurance that the increased revenues own elected representatives and President.
will offset the revenue losses as they occur.
That the Congress and President may not do.
And the issues are not just economic. ConAccording to the nation's charter, the Declarasumer activist, Ralph Nader, has called the WTO tion of Independence, it is the people, not their
"an extremely intrusive penetration of our domes- representatives, who may constitute and reconstitic sovereignty." In support, Nader's deputy, tute their form of government.
Lori Wallach, has claimed that the WTO "would
Under the United States Constitution, the Peofind many U.S. health, safety, and environment ple chose to establish a "federal free trade unit"
laws to be illegal trade barriers, which the United amongst the States, not an international free
States must eliminate or face sanctions." The trade unit amongst the nations. It is as Justice
New York Times D3 (April 14, 1994).
Robert Jackson wrote in 1949:
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[!'he] principle [is] that our economic umt zs
the Nation, which alone has the gamut ofpowers
necessa1y to control the economy, including the
vital power of erecting custom barriers against
foreign competition.... H. P. Hood & Sons, 336
u.s. 525, 537-38 (1949).
This constitutional principle precludes the
President and the Congress from adopting any international agreement that establishes any economic unit, other than the national one, for the
People of the United States.
By its own terms, the new GATT agreement
would establish its "multilateral trading system"
as the basic economic unit for every signatory nation. As one of those signatory nations, the national economic unit of the United States of
America would be subordinated to a global economic system created through GATT and governed by the WTO.
The U.S. Constitution does not permit such
subordination. For as its Preamble states, the
government of the United States was created to
"promote the General Welfare" of the People of
the United States, not the peoples of the world.
This point is especially important with respect
to GATT. For its purpose has never been free
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trade. Rather, its aim has always been to promote a world-wide managed economy designed,
among other things, to raise the standard of living, to insure full employment, and to guarantee
the developing countries their fair share of international trade.
With egalitarian goals like these, there is no
question that the United States will be the main
target of the new WTO. For, as Clyde V. Prestowitz, Jr., President of the Economic Strategy
Institute, has pointed out:
The rest of the world has a big interest in reining in U.S. power.
The Clinton Administration is hoping that the
American people do not get this message. Indeed, Leon Panetta, Director of the Office of
Management and Budget, has predicted that
GATT will be treated as a simple "funding" issue, with no "huge political controversy surrounding it." The New York Times D3 (April 14,
1994).
With "Nader's Raiders" already on the alert,
and with Perot's anti-NAFTA brigade emerging
from the wings, "GATT's ratification is," in the
words of Missouri's Republican Senator John C.
Danforth, "not a done deal." 0

THE ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE:

THE MODERN VIEW

The First Amendment protects freedom of religion in two distinct ways. First, it prohibits Congress from passing any law "respecting an establishment of religion." Second, it proscribes any Congressional action "prohibiting the free exercise" of religion.
Since 1946, the United States Supreme Court has applied this language in such a way as to prohibit
state and local governments from doing what Congress is prohibiting from doing. Everson v. Board
of Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1946).
This ruling rested upon the assumption that the Fourteenth Amendment "incorporates" the freedom
of religion clauses of the First Amendment and applies them to the States. See Duncan v. Louisiana,
391 U.S. 145, 148 (1968). {For a critique of the incorporation doctrine and for an alternative justification for applying the religion clauses to the state and local governments, see Titus, "The Bill of
Rights: Its Scope," The Forecast (Dec. 15, 1993 and Feb. 1, 1994).}
Since 1971, the United States Supreme Court has generally applied a 3-part test to determine if a
statute or other civil government action violates the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment.
First, the statute or action must have a secular purpose. Second, the statute or action must not have
as its primary or principal effect the advancement or inhibition of religion. Third, the statute or action must not foster an excessive government entanglement with religion. Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403
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602 (1971).
that teaching that the primary effect necessarily
While the Court has never provided working advances the religious objectives of the schools.
definitions of "secular" and "religion," it has as- It has further concluded that no meaningful safesumed that secular means empirically verifiable guards can be devised to moderate that effect
truth, whereas religion means unprovable faith without excessively entangling civil government
beliefs. Titus, "Defining Religion," The Fore- in the religious affairs of those schools. See gencast (April 1, 1994). This dichotomy between erally Nowak, Rotunda and Young, Constituthe profane and the sacred is presumed to be tional Law 1038-47 (3d ed. 1986).
self-evident and incontestible, and hence, in need
Thus, religious schools are denied any signifiof no explanation or discussion.
See, e.g., cant access to tax revenues on the ground that
Tribe, American
such tax subsiThe Court has ... consistently struck down prayer dies
Constitutional
constitute an
and Bible reading in tax-supported public
1186-88
Law
unconstitutional
(2d ed. 1988).
schools, for having both a religious purpose and establishment of
The
Court
religion.
primary effect of advancing that purpose.
has, therefore,
Outside educaconsistently
1..----------------------------~ tion, the Court
struck down prayer and Bible reading in has applied the 3-part test less rigorously. For
tax-supported public schools, for having both a example, it has generally found that creche
religious purpose and primary effect of advanc- scenes on public property are secular in purpose,
ing that purpose. Abington School District v. thus satisfying the test's first prong. Such scenes
Schempp, 374 U.S. 203 (1963); Wallace v. Jaf are perceived by the Court to be an integral part
free, 472 U.S. 38 (1985).
of a largely commericalized holiday season that
It has also found that the posting of the Ten has lost its religious significance, in much the
Commandments on the walls of a public school same way that the religious meaning of the logo,
classroom has no secular purpose and, conse- "In God We Trust," on a dollar bill has dissiquently, has the primary effect of advancing re- pated. Lynch v. Donnelly, 465 U.S. 668, 671,
ligion. Stone v. Graham, 449 U.S. 39 (1980). 680, 676, 692-93 (1984).
Finally, it has ruled that the teaching of creation
As for the test's second prong, the Court has
science in the public schools has no secular pur- scrutinzed each situation to determine whether
pose. Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578 the public display of the creche "endorses" its
(1987).
patently religious message, or merely "accomoThus, all of these activities are unconstitutional dates" those who still hold to the religious meanestablishments of religion, having violated the ing of Christmas. Compare, e.g., County of Alfirst or second prong of the 3-part test.
legheny v. A.C.L.U., 492 U.S. 573, 595-602
Under the second and third prongs, the Court (1989) with Lynch v. Donnelly, supra, at 681-82,
has invalidated a variety of government pro- 693-94 .
grams supporting religious schools, including tax
In only one case in the past 23 years has a
subsidies for the teaching of secular subjects Court majority totally disregarded the 3-part test.
{E.g., Meek v. Pittenger, 421 U.S. 349 (1975); In Marsh v. Chambers, 463 U.S. 783 (1983), the
and Wolman v. Walter, 433 U.S. 229 (1977)} Court upheld the legislative practice of employand tax credits and deductions for parents who ing and paying chaplains, even though one of
send their children to religious schools. E.g., their primary tasks was to pray at the opening of
Committee for Public Education v. Nyquist, 413 legislative sessions.
Former Justice William J. Brennan registered a
U.S. 756 (1973); and Sloan v. Lemon, 413 U.S.
825 (1973).
vigorous protest. Even a law student , Brennan
The Court has reasoned that the teaching of asserted, could tell that the employment of a
secular subjects in a religious setting so infects chaplain to open a legislative session with prayer
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served no secular purpose:
The dissenters concluded that there was no unTo invoke Divine guidance on a public body constitutional coercion in a graduation prayer, as
entrusted with making the laws' ... is nothing but contrasted to a classroom prayer, because no stua religious act. /d. at 797, 800.
dent was required by law to attend graduation,
As for the primary effect of such a practice, whereas he was required to attend classes. (/d. at
Brennan found it "clearly religious ... [for] invo- 512-15). Justice Kennedy ruled that there was,
cations in .. .legislative halls explicitly link relig- in fact, coercion in both cases, because peer,
ious belief and observance to the power and family, and community pressure to attend the
prestige of the state." /d. at 798.
graduation cerimony was substantially equivalent
Excessive entanglement was equally obvious to to the legal sanction requiring classroom attenJustice Brennan
dance.
/d. at
as he noted that Lee v. Weisman appears to have sounded the death 482-87 .
the
legislature knell to the 3-part test, but it did not overrule it or
The other four
question its .fUndamental premises.
justices
conmust choose the
chaplain
and
curred
with
oversee his reKennedy,
not
ligious activities, ....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,because
they
which was "precisely the sort of supervision that
agencies of the government should if at all possible avoid." /d. at 798-99.
Brennan dismissed the majority decision as a
"unique exception," allowed solely because the
very same Congress that adopted the Bill of
Rights also established the legislative chaplaincy
that has continued even to the present day. /d. at
813-14.
To date, Brennan's characterization of the
Marsh decision has proved true. A recent effort
to extend it to support state-sponsored clergy
prayer at public school graduation ceremonies
failed. Lee v. Weisman, 120 L. Ed 2nd 467
(1992).
In that case, however, five justices (Kennedy,
Scalia, White Rehnquist, and Thomas) refused to
One other
apply the traditional 3-part test.
(Souter) declined to join the opinion of three colleagues (Blackmun, Stevens, and O'Connor) who
did.
Emerging from the Court's four opinions are
two alternative approaches that may dominate
Establishment Clause cases in the future.
Justice Kennedy and the four dissenters, would
substitute a single test for the current tripartite
one. The question for them is whether the government policy coerced any one into conformity
with a religious policy. The only difference between Kennedy and the four dissenters was how
to define coercion.

found coerciOn, but because they found that
choosing a clergman to offer a graduation
prayer constituted an "endorsement" of the religious views contained in the prayer. Such an endorsement violated the Establishment Clause requirement that the government remain "neutral"
about religion. Id. at 493-95, 506-09.
The no coercion test was favored by five justices, in part, because it accorded with such
long-standing practices as presidential Thanksgiving proclamations, calls to prayer in times of nationa! crises, and legislative chaplaincies. Even
Justice Kennedy found such practices noncoercive because they were mere encouragements directed at adults in an undisciplined community
setting. /d. at 487.
The no endorsement test would place such
practices in jeopardy. Justice Souter observed,
however, that Thanksgiving proclamations and
calls for national prayer may technically violate
the Establishment Clause by endorsing religion,
but not sufficiently serious for the law to take notice of them, according to the "'legal aphorism de
minimis non curat lex'". /d. at 508-09.
While Lee v. Weisman appears to have sounded
the death knell to the 3-part test, it did not overrule it, nor did any of the opinions question the
fundamental premises of that test. The dichotomy between the "secular" and the "religious"
remains. And the principle of "neutrality" continues to occupy center stage. D
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Who is ready to go back at the Lord's bidding
and have stones cast at him? Being beaten and
by Marilyn J. Titus
destroyed is not something that very many people
are willing to risk.
What is sad in our country is that we, as a peoA certain man planted a vineyard, and set a
ple,
have drifted so far from the scriptures of the
hedge about it, and digged a place for the
winevat, and built a tower, and let it out to hus- Lord and righteousness that we settle for an evebandmen, and went into a far country. And at ning of watching the TV news and commenting
the season he sent to the husbandmen a servant, on what we have seen and heard. Speculations,
that he might receive from the husbandmen of the rumors and misguided judgments abound instead
fruit of the vineyard. And they caught him, and of the commandments of the Lord. We must get
beat him, and sent him away empty. And again back to basics.
First of all, we need to understand that the
he sent unto them another servant; and at him
Lord
will ultimately have the victory. It is foolthey cast stones, and wounded him in the head,
and sent him away shamefully handled. And ishness to attack His work and think that the atagain he sent another; and him they killed, and tack or take-over will succeed. There is great
many others; beating some, and killing some. judgment from the Lord, himself, upon any of
Having yet therefore one son, his well-beloved, those who participate in the attacks on His serhe sent him also last unto them, saying, They will vants or the take-overs of His vineyards.
Second, we need to realize that there is no
reverence my son. But those husbandmen said
among themselves, This is the heir; come, let us temptation that is not common to man, but with
kill him, and the inheritance shall be ours. And the temptation the Lord will provide the way of
they took him, and killed him, and cast him out escape that we will be able to endure it (I Corinof the vineyard. What shall therefore the lord of thians 10: 13). This and other scriptures assure
the vineyard do? He will come and destroy the us that we will be given the courage, strength,
husbandmen, and will give the vineyard unto oth- wisdom or whatever we need to do what the Lord
ers. And have ye not read this scripture; THE asks of us. We need not be afraid.
Third, to settle for lounge-chair commentary
STONE WHICH THE BUILDERS REJECTED
IS BECOME THE HEAD OF THE CORNER: when there is a battle going on is not obedient to
THIS WAS THE LORD'S DOING, AND IT IS the first and great commandment:
And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all
MARVELOUS IN OUR EYES? Mark 12:1-11.
they
heart, and with all they soul, and with all
Over and over again we see the work of the
Lord planted, growing, producing and then taken thy mind, and with all they strength. Mk. 12:30.
Our duty to the Lord is to be ready, through
over by the enemy. We seem surprised and ask,
"Why?"
We shouldn't be surprised.
And, study of His word, prayer and sometimes fasting.
With direction from the Lord by His spirit, con"Why?" is the wrong question.
The right question, if we are truly servants of firmation through His word and example from
the Lord, is, "What do you want us to do now, His witness we should be ready to respond to
Him. D
Lord?"

LORD OF THE VINEYARD
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